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Manning of new construction ships in preparation for fleet
introduction requires the utilization of considerable Navy
resources/ both in terms of personnel lost to the fleet and
dollar costs. Criticism by the General Accounting Office and
Navy self-evaluation of new construction manning occurred in
the 1969-1971 time-frame and resulted in the development of
the Fleet Introduction Team concept. The CG 47 Class Guided
Missile Cruiser construction program has fostered another
alternative method for accomplishing fleet introduction, pat-
terned after the manning concept employed in nuclear powered
ship construction programs. The objective of the thesis is
to evaluate the various methods of introducing a new con-
struction ship into the fleet by accomplishing a cost compari-
son of different methodologies and to provide a model which
can be used by the Navy on future programs to perform such an
evaluation.
The author's conclusions are; 1) the nucleus crew, balance
crew concept is becoming obsolete, 2) use of the Fleet Intro-
duction Team concept should be expanded, and 3) there is a need
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND ON NEW CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS AND FLEET
INTRODUCTION
The acquisition of a new class of ships for the Department
of the Navy involves a myriad of tasks which must be accom-
plished and coordinated by various offices and activities.
The Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) exercises overall con-
trol over ship acquisition, ship engineering, and life cycle
support planning through the establishment of a Project Man-
ager and Project Office. The Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(Surface Warfare) (DCNO-SW) acts as the Mission/Program Spon-
sor while the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Manpower,
Personnel, and Training) (DCNO-MP&T) acts as the Manpower Spon-
sor. The Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) is
responsible for development of courses and training of personnel,
The Navy Military Personnel Command (NMPC) is responsible for
the selection and assignment of personnel [17] . The Supervisor
of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIP) having cognizance over the building
site is responsible for monitoring construction and contract
administration. The Type Commanders to whom the ships will
ultimately be assigned when introduced into the fleet also moni-
tor construction progress.
This large number of activities involved in the construc-
tion of a new class of Navy ships requires a considerable amount
of coordination. However, the coordination effort involved is

facilitated by the fact that there is an ultimate, single pur-
pose; to introduce into the fleet, on schedule, a fully opera-
tional and capable ship with a well-trained crew.
At the construction site there are numerous tasks to be
performed during the construction process as well as the
requirement for crew familiarization and training. The mon-
itoring of construction progress and contract administration
is under the purview of the locally assigned SUPSHIP. Tra-
ditionally, a portion of the ship's crew has been assigned
to the construction site in a temporary duty status some months
prior to delivery (the "nucleus crew" concept) for the pur-
poses of familiarization and to perform administrative and
organizational tasks (such as preparing letters of authority
and instructions and receiving and cataloging publications,
forms, and technical manuals) . Other tasks performed by the
nucleus crew include monitoring the receipt of repair parts,
equipage, and government furnished consumables, as well as in
some instances actually taking custody of equipage and con-
sumables, monitoring construction progress, and serving as
the Type Commander's on site representative for various func-
tions such as sonar certification.
Some of the functions performed by the nucleus crew dup-
licate the effort of the SUPSHIP organization. A 1971 Gen-
eral Accounting Office (GAO) study criticized this duplica-
tion of effort between the SUPSHIP organization and the
nucleus crew, as well as the fact that experienced personnel
10

have been assigned to the construction site both too soon and
in too large numbers at the expense of the fleet. As a result
of GAO recommendations and Navy evaluation of manpower needs
relative to new construction, the concept of a Fleet Introduc-
tion Team (FIT) was developed. The FIT would be permanently
assigned to the construction site to perform the traditional
nucleus crew functions discussed earlier, thereby reducing
per diem costs and allowing better use of manpower resources
[12] . The FIT concept was initially utilized on a trial basis
for the LST-1179 landing ship tank and DE-1052 destroyer escort
construction programs with success and has subsequently been
applied to the DD-963 class destroyer and FFG-7 class frigate
programs.
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Having now used the Fleet Introduction Team concept to a
considerable extent, there are still unresolved issues within
the Navy concerning the cost effectiveness of the FIT approach
as well as the benefits derived. Each new shipbuilding pro-
gram has unique aspects requiring special consideration and
evaluation of the desireability of using a nucleus crew or FIT
for fleet introduction purposes as well as other alternative
methods for accomplishing fleet introduction.
C. OBJECTIVES
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the various
methods of introducing a new construction ship into the fleet
11

by accomplishing a cost comparison of different methodologies.
A second objective is to provide a model which can be used by
the Navy on future programs to perform such an evaluation.
D. GENERAL APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
The research conducted has been directed towards past
new construction programs including the LST-1179 and DE-1052
programs. The author's experience within the same shipyard
as a member of the nucleus crew of the ammunition ship KISKA
(AE-35) and as a member of the SPRUANCE (DD-963) Class FIT
has been drawn on as a basis for some of the information and
research. A literature search was conducted which encompassed
the GAO report library, the Naval Postgraduate School library,
the Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange, and the
Defense Documentation Center. Primary sources of data within
the Navy were the Chief of Naval Operations Mission/Program
Sponsor (OP-355G) and Manpower Sponsor (OP-112D2) involved with
the CG 47 Class, the Commander Naval Surface Force, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet and Commander Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific
Fleet offices having cognizance over new construction programs,
the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego,
and the author's thesis advisor. Information and data pertain-
ing to the DD 963 and CG 47 Class guided missile cruiser has
been used extensively for the development of a model which can
be used for the purpose of cost comparison and benefit analysis




E. THESIS CHAPTER SUMMARY
Chapter One introduces the reader to the concept of fleet
introduction and the tasks required to be performed at the
construction site by Navy personnel. The objectives and re-
search methodology of the study are also presented.
Chapter Two discusses fleet introduction concepts includ-
ing the nucleus crew, balance crew concept and the develop-
ment of the fleet introduction team concept. The CG 47 Class
guided missile cruiser is also discussed, as well as the method
which will be used to man the CG 47 for fleet introduction pur-
poses, known as the CG 4 7 Manning Concept.
Chapter Three develops scenarios for manning the CG 47
Class under the various alternative methods for accomplishing
fleet introduction and provides the framework for analyzing
the alternatives.
Chapter Four comprises the analysis of each alternative
on the basis of criteria developed and concludes with an over-
all evaluation.
In Chapter Five the author draws conclusions from the




II. FLEET INTRODUCTION CONCEPTS
This chapter discusses the nucleus crew, balance crew
concept for accomplishing fleet introduction of new construc-
tion ships, General Accounting Office findings and conclusions
concerning personnel assigned to ships under construction, and
the development and use of the fleet introduction team concept,
The CG 47 Class guided missile cruiser is also discussed in-
cluding the method which will be used for manning the CG 47
for fleet introduction purposes.
A. NUCLEUS CREW, BALANCE CREW CONCEPT
The assignment of personnel to new construction non-
nuclear powered surface ships is accomplished in two groups,
a nucleus crew and the balance crew [12] . The nucleus crew is
normally ordered to the construction site four months prior to
commissioning or delivery of the ship to the Navy with the
balance crew reporting shortly before commissioning/delivery.
Figure 2-1 is the Navy staffing plan used as a guide for
assignment of personnel to new construction ships [1]
.
The composition of a nucleus crew varies by ship type but
is comprised of experienced personnel. Normally, officer per-
sonnel assigned to the nucleus crew include the prospective
commanding officer and department heads. Senior enlisted per-
sonnel from all major functional areas comprise the remainder
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more heavily emphasized [12] . This emphasis is due to the
nature of activities/tasks accomplished which center around
engineering and supply/outfitting functions. The composition
of the nucleus crew of the DD-963 Class ships is shown in
Figure 2-2 [17]
.
The remainder of the ship's crew including the prospective
executive officer and division officers comprise the balance
crew. The balance crew is ordered to one of the Fleet Training
Centers (FTC) (usually the one closest to the ship's ultimate
homeport) for precommissioning training [12] .
"Precommissioning training is the process of
assembling, organizing and training the offi-
cers and men comprising the crews of ships....
Included in this training are preparation for
commissioning the vessel, dockside trials, the
fast cruise, underway trials, the readiness for
sea period, qualification trials and special
tests, and the shakedown period. ... This
training consists of individual, group and team
training, school and on-site, required in
connection with new equipments and systems
being installed and new capabilities or
characteristics being incorporated. It also
includes individual, group and team training
required for performance of watch, quarter
and station duties" [l:Encl 1].
Precommissioning training is accomplished in accordance with
the Navy training plan for the ship, developed by the Chief
of Naval Education and Training and coordinated during imple-
mentation by the Chief of Naval Material [1]
.
Personnel assigned to a nucleus crew or balance crew are
in a temporary duty status and therefore entitled to receive
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'Enlisted rating abbreviations are contained in Appendix C
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when Government quarters and/or messing facilities are avail-
able [12]
.
The entitlement to per diem ceases when messing
and berthing commences aboard the ship and temporary duty
status officially terminates when the ship is placed in
commission.
The assignment of nucleus crew personnel to ships under
construction is for the purpose of ensuring that
"the best possible product, consisting of
both a ship and a trained, well-organized
crew, ... [will] ... be delivered. To ac-
complish this objective a nucleus crew
(1) assists in identifying ship construction
deficiencies, (2) assists in assembling the
precommissioning outfit (materials, repair
parts, and other supply items), (3) prepares
the organization of the ship, and (4) becomes
familiar with the details of the ship's
operation" [12:5].
Appendix D lists specific taslcs/functions to be performed by
members of the DD-963 Class Fleet Introduction Team (FIT) [10]
Except for the tasks necessary as part of the FIT interface
with the ship's force, taslcs listed in Appendix D are repre-
sentative of the tas]^s that would be accomplished by members
of a nucleus crew.
B. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO) FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
CONCERNING PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO SHIPS UNDER CONSTRUCTION
The GAO study of assignment of personnel to new construc-
tion ships was based on the review of personnel assigned to
five ships during the twelve month period ending 31 July 1970.
GAO findings were as follows:
18

"The number of personnel assigned to a nucleus crew
was based on personal judgment and precedent, rather
than on actual need.
Some crew members had been sent to construction
sites before they were needed. They also had been
assigned to perform certain tasks that already
were the responsibilities of other Navy organiza-
tions.
The Navy had not evaluated work requirements to
determine the type of personnel that should be
included in a nucleus crew.
The system for obtaining information on the use
of nucleus crews was inadequate" [12:1].
The GAO finding that the assignment of personnel to a
nucleus crew was based on personal judgment and precedent
rather than actual need and that some crew members had been
sent to construction sites before needed was a result of the
Navy's lack of ability to provide justification for the manner
in which such assignments were made [12] . Additionally, the
Prospective Commanding Officers (PCO's) and Commanding Officers
(CO's) of the five ships reviewed indicated that the number of
personnel and period of time assigned to the nucleus crew
could be reduced significantly. Figure 2-3 is a recapitula-
tion of the number of men and corresponding man-months pro-
posed by the PCO's and CO's compared to that authorized. The
total net savings for the five ships would have been 384 man-
months and a reduction in per diem costs of $198,000 [12],
The GAO finding that nucleus crew members performed
certain tasks already the responsibility of other Navy
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the Supervisor of Shipbuilding (SUPSHIP) organization in
"(1) detecting contractor's work which was not in
conformance with contract requirements, (2) dis-
covering a need for and recommending operational
design improvements, (3) assessing the progress
of the work, and (4) determining that the con-
tractor properly performed his fitting-out func-
tions, such as binning and stowage of repair
parts. The most apparent difference in respon-
sibility between the two activities is that the
Supervisors of Shipbuilding have continuing
responsibility for these tasks and functions
during construction of the ship and the nucleus
crew is responsible only during the final stages
of construction" [12:10].
Although some SUPSHIP organizations rely on the nucleus crew
to perform tasks which might receive less emphasis due to
SUPSHIP ' s manpower shortages , GAO noted that
"Since the Supervisors of Shipbuilding should
have the capability to perform the tasks and
functions required to accomplish their basic
missions, the Navy might better use its man-
power if nucleus crew personnel were not also
expected to perform some of these tasks and
functions. Eliminating some of a nucleus
crew's tasks and functions, such as those
where dual responsibility exists, should en-
able the Navy to decrease nucleus crew man-
power. This would permit the use of enlisted
men's skills (particularly for those ratings
and rates of which there are shortages) for
longer periods of time in the operating fleet"
[12:10]
.
The GAO finding that the Navy had not adequately evaluated
work requirements to determine the composion of a nucleus was
based on the fact that no in-depth study had ever been made
of nucleus crews as well as the lack of attention given the
area by the Navy's internal audit organization [12].
21

The Navy took a number of actions to resolve the issues
relative to new construction manning addressed by GAO. In
April 1970, the Navy established an ad hoc panel
"to study and recommend solutions to problems
associated with delivery of new construction
ships and their introduction into the fleet"
[12:31]
.
The Navy conducted a manpower survey to better evaluate
work requirements and determine the skills by rate and rating
which should be included in a nucleus crew. A manpower sur-
vey of the nucleus crew and balance crew of ships of the DE-
1052 and LST-1179 Classes was conducted. Also, for the pur-
pose of evaluating manning requirements, a reduced nucleus
crew was utilized for two ships of the LST-1179 Class [12]
.
To ensure information was obtained concerning the utiliza-
tion of nucleus crews, PCO's were required to submit comments
on nucleus crew utilization as part of the monthly progress
reporting system already in effect. The staffing plan for
new construction ships that developed as a result of Navy
review and self-evaluation was promulgated in June 1971 in the
form of a Navy directive, OPNAVINST 3500. 23A [12]. Figure 2-1
is from the most current revision of that directive.
C. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLEET INTRODUCTION TEAM (FIT) CONCEPT
Concurrent with the GAO review of assignment of personnel
to new construction ships, the Navy developed the concept of
a FIT team. Under the FIT concept, a cadre of qualified per-
sonnel would be assigned to the construction site on a perm-
22

anent basis to accomplish those functions normally the res-
ponsibility of the nucleus crew. As a result, the nucleus
crew could be assigned for a shorter period. The reduction
in the amount of time personnel would be assigned to the
nucleus crew was intended to result in savings in two areas
:
First, there would be savings in man-months due to reduction
in the amount of time nucleus crew members would be assigned
and the time these members would remain available to the fleet.
Second/ there was expected to be a reduction in per diem costs
since the FIT would be permanently assigned and not entitled
to per diem, whereas members of the nucleus crew are entitled
to per diem due to their temporary duty status [12]
.
The Navy proposal concerning the utilization of the FIT
concept stated that
"A stable permanently assigned FIT, not requiring
the repetitive indoctrination/orientation period
needed by each ship's company, would soon develop
the technical proficiency (learning curve) , knowl-
edge of shipyard operations, range of personal
contacts, and procedural expertise, rarely if
ever accumulated by a nucleus crew. This talent,
coupled with a continually growing fund of
experience and feedback from the fleet and type
commanders, should produce cost efficiencies in
manpower utilization far beyond the gross savings
accruing from implementation of the Team itself.
An additional side effect would be the improved
sea-shore rotation for several ratings presently
considered in the deprived category" [12:20].
D. NAVY FIT PILOT PROGRAMS
The Navy established two FIT pilot programs, one at
National Steel and Shipbuilding Company, San Diego, California
23

and one at Avondale Shipyards, Inc., Westwigo, Louisiana.
The shipbuilding programs involved were the LST-1179 Class
and DE-1052 Class, respectively. The mission of the FIT's
was
"to provide continuity, liaison, on-site train-
ing, administrative assistance and other sup-
port for the PCOs and nucleus crews in connec-
tion with the orderly introduction of the ships
to the fleet" [3:Encl 1].
Assigned tasks of the Teams as specified by the Chief of Naval
Operations are contained in Appendix E [3]
.
The two FIT pilot programs provided a basis for evaluation
of the FIT concept. The final evaluation report of the FIT
involved with the LST-1179 Class program, formed 5 May 1971
and disestablished on 30 June 1972, provided an in-depth anal-
ysis of the FIT concept, including advantages as well as areas
where improvements could be made. In addition to recommenda-
tions for improvement and addressing intangible benefits of
the FIT concept, the final evaluation report of the LST-1179
FIT also included a man-day and dollar cost analysis of the
FIT concept. Under the LST-1179 FIT concept, the nucleus crew
reported to the construction site two months prior to delivery
vice four months prior to delivery under the traditional nu-
cleus crew concept. The savings represented by the two month
delay in reporting equated to 1,62 8 man-days and a savings in
salaries and per diem of $238,089. Computations made in ar-
riving at the above man-day and dollar cost savings are shown







MAN-DAY AND COST COMPARISON: LST 1179 FIT
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The final evaluation report of the FIT pilot program
involved with the LST-1179 program indicated that the FIT
concept was a viable approach to fleet introduction. Having a
permanent on-site representative (acting for the PCO and crew
as well as the type commander) was beneficial for a number of
reasons. One of the main benefits of the FIT concept was the
savings in amount of time the balance crew would be assigned
as well as the corresponding savings in salaries and per diem.
Benefits are also realized due to the stable, continuous
monitoring capability, standardization and efficiency in
development of ship doctrines, manuals, and instructions, and
an enhanced supply assistance/outfitting function. The FIT
also provides crew indoctrination and training as well as a
reservoir of experienced personnel to be assigned to ships
of the class upon completion of their tours at the FIT. The
final recommendation made as a result of the LST-1179 FIT
pilot program was to
"Continue the FIT concept in all multiple ship
contracts with a FIT properly tailored to the
tasks involved" [17]
.
Subsequent to the utilization of the FIT concept for fleet
introduction of the LST-1179 Class and DE-1052 Class, a FIT
for the thirty ship DD-963 Class was established at Ingall's
Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries, Pascagoula,
Mississippi. This FIT has been in existence from August 1973
until present. A three team FIT for fleet introduction of
ships of the FFG-7 Class has also been established in late
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1978 and early 1979 at each of the three building sites;
Bath Iron Works, Bath, Maine and Todd Pacific Shipyard Cor-
poration at both Los Angeles, California and Seattle,
Washington.
E. THE CG 47 MANNING CONCEPT
1. Characteristics of the CG 47 Class
The CG 47 Class guided missile cruiser (initially
designated a guided missile destroyer, DDG) is a derivative
of the DD 963 Class destroyer, having the same hull and gas-
turbine propulsion system. The major characteristics of the
CG 47 Class are shown in Figure 2-5 [17]
.
A significant deviation from the DD 963 Class des-
troyer is the addition of the Aegis Combat System to the CG
47 Class. The Aegis Combat System provides a means of coor-
dinating and controlling air, surface, and subsurface sur-
veillance engagements, thereby providing a highly effective
multi-mission ship and an enhanced anti-air warfare capability,
The components of the Aegis Combat System are shown in Fig-
ure 2-6. The operation, maintenance, and logistics support
required by the Aegis Combat System results in an increase
in manning over the 18 officers and 2 58 enlisted of the DD
963 Class to 21 officers and 302 enlisted [17].
2. Delivery schedule and crew phasing
The CG 47 Class is intended to consist of twenty-four
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{CG 47), is scheduled to be delivered in calendar year 1983.
Delivery dates of subsequent ships of the class extend over an
eleven year period with the last ship of the class to be
delivered in calendar year 1994. Figure 2-7 is the delivery
schedule for the CG 47 Class [17]
.
The lead ship of the CG 47 Class will be manned utiliz-
ing the same manning concept as that employed in nuclear power-
ed ship construction programs [17] . The manning of nuclear
powered ships begins fifteen months prior to delivery due to
the unique aspects of the power plant and requirement that
the Navy crew assigned to the ship operate the nuclear pro-
pulsion plant during all docJcside testing and sea trials.
Additionally, the ship is placed "In Service" approximately
two weeks prior to the first sea trials; at that time, the
Prospective Commanding Officer accepts responsibility for
and custody of all fissionable materials [5]
.
The determination to utilize a crew phasing plan for
the CG 47 similar to that used for nuclear powered surface
ships was due to the sophistication of the Aegis Combat Sys-
tem and the Navy's desire to improve the readiness of the
ships at delivery and subsequently when introduced into the
fleet, especially in the propulsion area. The two objectives
of the resulting CG 47 Manning Concept are to first, ensure
the delivery of better ships to the fleet and second, minimize






CG 47 CLASS DELIVERY SCHEDULE





































































T NUCLEUS CaSW PHASING INCREMENTS ll-V)
BALANCE CREW PHASING INCREMENT IVI)
imilllllllirTTI MONTHS PRIOR TO OEUVERY (1-15)
"The CG 47 Class was formerly designated a DDG.
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The phasing of CG 47 personnel to the building site
will be accomplished in five phases. Phase 1, the first incre-
ment of the nucleus crew, will report fifteen months prior to
delivery; subsequent increments {II through V) will continue
to report up to three months prior to delivery with the bal-
ance crew reporting one month prior to delivery. Figure 2-8
reflects the composition of each manning increment [17]
.
(Figure 2-7 includes the scheduled phasing of each increment.)
The method of manning follow-on ships of the CG 4 7 Class
has not been specified. Other methods of manning which could
be utilized include utilization of the conventional nucleus
crew, balance crew concept, as well as utilization of the FIT
concept. A recommendation as to the composition of a FIT for
the CG 47 Class has been made by the Commander Naval Surface
Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet (COMNAVSURFLANT) . The composition
of the FIT recommended by COMNAVSURFLANT is shown in Figure
2-9 [17] . The practicality of utilizing a FIT concept would
be contingent upon a substantial number of ships of the class
being built at one or more construction sites. To date, only
the construction site of the CG 47 has been determined
(Ingall's Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries, Pasca-
goula, Mississippi)
.
In summary, this chapter has reviewed the composition of
nucleus crews and the tasks nucleus crews normally perform.
GAO findings concerning personnel assigned to ships under




CG 47 CREW PHASING
Reporting Dates For Each Phase
Months Prior to
PhaM Group Ship Delivery Officer Enlisted
1 Nuclfluj Crew 15 4 2S
II Nucleus Crew 12 1 30
III Nucleus Crew S 10 35
IV Nucleus Cfew 4 — 30
V Nucleus Crew 3 -> 20






Prospective Commanding Officer FTM 18) EW (1) iCdl
Fire Control Officer FTG (2) GMM (11 HT(1)
System Test Officer ET(2) GMG (2) GSM (31
Engineer Officer STG(2) EM(1) GSE(I)
Phase II
Combat System* Officer FTM (9) STG (4) PN (11
FTG (1) ICd) YN (1)





Executive Officer FTM (5) GSM (5) YN (1)
Operations Officer GMG (2) GSE (6) ICO)
Combat Information Center STG(4| EN (2) HT(3)









None FTM (4) EW(2) SM(2)
GMM (6) PN(1) OS (5)
GMG (2) TM(1) RM(2)
STG (3) QM (2)
Phase V
None FTM (2) RM (2) ET(6)
FTG (6) STG (3) TM(1)
Phase VI























1 EMC (REQUIRED SINCE GSE ' S ARE BECOMING
PROPULSION CONTROL EXPERTS)
1 BMC
COMBAT SYSTEMS LDO LT (618X)
1 GMMC





SUPPLY LT (NEW CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE)
1 SKC
1 SKI
TOTAL 5 OFFICERS/22 ENLISTED
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the FIT concept, FIT pilot programs, and circumstances
when utilization of the FIT concept is most appropriate. The
characteristics of the CG 47 Class guided missile cruiser,
the delivery schedule of the Class, and crew phasing to the




III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANALYSIS
Chapter II discussed the conventional nucleus crew, bal-
ance crew concept for manning new construction ships in prep-
aration for fleet introduction as well as the development and
use of the Fleet Introduction Team (FIT) concept. It also
described the CG 47 Manning Concept, patterned after the man-
ning concept used for nuclear powered surface ships. This
chapter will develop scenarios for manning the CG 47 Class
under the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew and FIT
concepts. Criteria for evaluating alternatives will be dis-
cussed, as well as the method of analyzing effectiveness. The
costs associated with each alternative will also be discussed.
A. ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR FLEET INTRODUCTION OF THE CG 47
CLASS
The scenarios developed for manning of the CG 47 Class
under each alternative will deal with the method and timing
of assignment of personnel to the construction site. The
manning levels for the ship determined by the Navy and the
proposed composition of a Fleet Introduction Team for the CG
47 Class will be considered as optimal in this analysis.
The manning concept to be used for fleet introduction of
the first ship of the CG 47 Class (known as the CG 47 Manning
Concept) has been determined; the manning concept to be util-
ized on the remaining 23 ships of the class has not been
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determined, but could be the same concept as that used on the
CG 47. In spite of this, for purposes of this analysis, all
24 ships of the Class will be evaluated under each alternative.
The CG 4 7 Manning Concept was extensively discussed in Chap-
ter II; Figure 2-7 shows the phasing of nucleus crew incre-
ments and balance crew phasing and Figure 2-8 shows the com-
position of each increment. It should be noted that the CG
47 Manning Concept involves crew members being assigned to the
construction site for a much longer period, of 15 months,
than the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew concept of
four months, or FIT concept of one and a half months.
Assignment of personnel to the construction site of the
CG 47 under the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew con-
cept was proposed as consisting of five officers and five en-
listed personnel four months prior to delivery, five officers
and 53 enlisted personnel two months prior to delivery, and
the balance crew, 11 officers and 244 enlisted, two weeks
prior to delivery. The actual composition of the nucleus crew
by rank and rate to be phased to the construction site at four
months and two months prior to delivery was never determined
by the Navy [17]
.
Since the actual composition by rank and rate of a conven-
tional nucleus crew to be phased to the construction site of
the CG 47 was never specified by the Navy, a possible composi-
tion has been developed and is shown in Figure 3-1. The compo-




CG 47 MANNING UNDER CONVENTIONAL
NUCLEUS CREW, BALANCE CREW CONCEPT
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Two months prior to delivery -
1. Combat System Officer
2. Fire Control Officer
3. Main Propulsion Assistant








































































Balance crew: Two weeks prior to delivery
Billet Rank
1. Executive Officer

































Remaining enlisted, 244 personnel.
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nucleus crew, shown in Figure 2-2, manning increments for the
CG 47 shown in Figure 2-8, and the proposed Fleet Introduction
Team for the CG 47 Class which is shown in Figure 2-9. Develop-
ment of a conventional nucleus crew composition based on the
above seems reasonable since: 1. The CG 47 Class is similar
to the DD 963 in the propulsion, hull, mechanical, and elec-
trical areas. The majority of the combat system is in fleet
use at present; only the Aegis MK-7 system, requiring 27 FT's,
is new. 2. The CG 47 Manning Concept, by specifying those
personnel to report earliest to the construction site, pro-
vides a priority listing of how personnel should be ordered
to the construction site. 3. There is assumed to be con-
siderable similarity between the FIT composition recommended
for the CG 47 Class and a CG 47 Class conventional nucleus
crew; the DD 963 Class FIT Teams each comprised a DD 963
Class nucleus crew [17]
.
The third alternative for manning of the CG 47 Class in-
volves utilization of the FIT concept. The composition of a
FIT for the CG 47 Class as recommended by Commander Naval
Surface Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, is represented by Figure
2-9. Under the FIT concept, the nucleus crew would report to
the construction site much later; the nucleus crew of the
DD 963 Class reported to the construction site in three
increments; 18 crew members shortly before builder's trials
(BT) to ride the ship and observe BT, 32 crew members prior
to acceptance trials (AT) to ride the ship during AT for
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purposes of familiarization and identification of discrepan-
cies, and 20 crew members immediately after AT for purposes
of assisting with the loadout of equipage, operating space
items, consumables and provisions, and to ensure all essential
services were functioning when the balance crew arrived.
Under this plan, the 18 crew members arrived 44 days prior to
delivery, the 32 crew members arrived 30 days prior to deliv-
ery, the 20 personnel arrived 25 days to delivery, and the
balance crew arrived 10 days prior to delivery [10] . Figure
3-2 shows the composition of these increments which were
developed in much the same manner as the conventional nucleus
crew composition. This was discussed in the second alterna-
tive and is based primarily on the DD 963 Class phasing of
personnel and the personnel increments comprising the CG 47
Manning Concept.
As discussed above, the three alternatives for accomplish-
ing fleet introduction of the CG 47 Class are as follows:
1. The CG 47 Manning Concept, based on the manning of nuclear
powered surface ships. Under this concept, increments of the
nucleus crew would begin to be assigned to the construction
site 15 months prior to delivery. 2. The conventional nucleus
crew, balance crew concept whereby the nucleus crew is assigned
to the construction site in two phases (four months prior to
delivery and two months prior to delivery) with the balance




CREW PHASING UNDER THE FIT CONCEPT
18 crew members 44 days prior to delivery to observe builder's
trials:
Billet Rank
1. Commanding Officer CAPT
2. Combat Systems Officer CDR
3. Operations Officer LCDR
4. Engineering Officer LCDR
5. Supply Officer LT
6. Fire Control Officer LT
7. Main Propulsion Assistant LT
8. Electronics Officer LT
9. Damage Control Assistant LTJG























32 crew members (including 20 work center supervisors for




































20 crew members 25 days prior to delivery (immediately after
acceptance trials) to assist with loadout:




















Balance crew, 253 personnel, arrive 10 days prior to delivery,
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concept whereby a permanent group of personnel are assigned
to the construction site and the nucleus crew reports in three
incrments beginning 44 days prior to delivery with the balance
crew arriving 10 days prior to delivery.
B. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES
Four criteria have been selected for evaluating the alter-
native methods of accomplishing fleet introduction. The first
criterion selected was all dollar costs which could be identi-
fied with each alternative. The second and third criteria
are both related to the extent personnel are lost to the
fleet: Total man-months lost to the fleet, the second cri-
teria, does not indicate the impact of personnel lost to the
fleet from critical ratings; the third criteria, a critical
rating index, was developed as a means of evaluating the
alternatives on the basis of the extent to which personnel in
critical ratings are lost to the fleet. The fourth and final
criteria selected was the intangible benefits of each alter-
native and the extent to which such benefits could be identi-
fied with each alternative.
Each of the criteria to be used in evaluating the alter-
natives will be discussed at length in following sections of
Chapters III and IV: dollar costs are discussed in the final




C. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS FACTORS
The effectiveness of each alternative will be determined
on the basis of the criteria introduced in the preceding
paragraph; dollar costs, man-months lost to the fleet, the
extent to which personnel in critical ratings are lost to the
fleet, and intangible benefits. The three alternatives will
be ranked from one to three based on how well each alterna-
tive meets the criteria as well as its standing relative to
the other alternatives. The determination as to which alter-
native is most effective will be accomplished using a ranking
system resulting in an overall numerical value (criteria being
considered to be of equal importance in accomplishing fleet
introduction)
.
The overall evaluation of alternatives will be
accomplished in Chapter IV.
D. COST FACTORS
Cost factors associated with the manning of new construc-
tion ships discussed in this section include military person-
nel costs (such as pay and allowances)
,
per diem, contractual
costs, administrative expenses, and transportation costs.
The most significant costs associated with the manning
of new construction ships for fleet introduction purposes are
personnel costs. There are at least three methods of comput-
ing military personnel costs. The least differentiated method
is based on the Five Year Defense Plan, derived by dividing
the total Military Pay, Navy appropriation direct dollars by
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the total direct man years of Navy personnel. The result is
a fiscal year pay and allowances figure and PCS figure for
officers and enlisted personnel. No distinction is made be-
tween officer grades or community/designator nor enlisted
ratings or pay grades [16]
.
A second method of computing personnel costs is based on
an annual Notice promulgated by the Comptroller of the Navy
(NAVCOMPTNOTE 7041) which contains composite standard military,
permanent change of station, and basic allowance for quarters
rates by officer and enlisted pay grade. The rates are based
on the annual budget submission to the office of the Secre-
tary of Defense. This method of determining personnel costs
makes no distinction between various ratings (e.g., all E-6's,
regardless of whether they are an ET, RM, or BM, are reflected
at the same cost) or by officer community/designator [8]
.
The most comprehensive method of determining Navy person-
nel costs is by utilizing life cycle billet costs. These bil-
let costs are more inclusive than the previously discussed
methods of determining personnel costs, not being limited to
only appropriation and budget figures. Life cycle billet
costs include direct costs such as base pay, allowances,
hazardous duty pay, proficiency pay, and medical costs; train-
ing and retirement costs amortized over the number of years
personnel are expected to remain in the services, including
reenlistment bonuses; and overhead costs incurred for such
items as maintaining medical and training facilities. The
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cost factors included in life cycle billet costs are shown in
Figure 3-3 for officers and Figure 3-4 for enlisted [13] [14]
.
Of the three methods of computing personnel costs, life cycle
billet costs result in the highest cost because more cost fac-
tors are included in the computations. Life cycle billet costs,
being the most encompassing method of accounting for personnel
costs, most closely reflect the opportunity cost associated
with the manning of new construction ships in terms of the cost
of personnel lost to the fleet. A significant advantage of
using life cycle billet costs for purposes of cost comparisons
is that there are separate figures provided by rating and pay
grade for enlisted personnel and by ranlc and community/desig-
nator for officer personnel. For purposes of this analysis,
life cycle billet costs have been utilized.
Another major personnel cost to be considered is per
diem. Per diem is paid to Navy personnel who are in a tem-
porary duty status or travel status. The impact of per diem
on this analysis is due to the fact that nucleus crew and
balance crew personnel are entitled to per diem since they are
in a temporary duty status; entitlement to per diem ceases
when messing and berthing commences aboard ship, temporary duty
status officially terminating when the ship is placed in
commission. FIT personnel are not entitled to per diem since
they are permanently assigned to the construction site.
Contractual costs of the three alternative methods of
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assess. Provisions are normally made in shipbuilding con-
tracts for office space and other support for the nucleus
crew at the construction site. The implications of having
a nucleus crew at the construction site for an extended period
or a FIT on a permanent basis could have an impact on con-
tractual costs; however, the FIT at NASSCO for the LST 1179
program was allowed to join the nucleus crew at no additional
expense/charge to the contract and the DD 963 FIT took the
place of the nucleus crew from a contractual stand-point at
no additional cost [17] . A possibly more significant con-
tractual implication results due to the CG 47 Manning Concept
including the nuclear power "in service" manning concept,
intended to include extensive ship's company involvement
including operation of equipment during trials. The cost of
contract modifications to implement this aspect of the nuclear
power concept to the CG 47 Manning Concept could be significant
but is not known and is impossible to assess at this time.
For purposes of this analysis, contractual implications/costs
of the alternatives have been ignored.
Administrative expenses, such as the requirement for office
equipment and supplies, telephone service, and vehicle utiliza-
tion have been assumed to be of minor consequence in this
analysis, such costs varying very slightly between alternatives
Transportation costs differ by alternative. Under the
conventional nucleus crew concept, PCS costs are paid to
personnel from their last permanent duty station to the
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homeport to which the ship will be assigned; while at the
construction site, crew members are in a temporary duty status,
entitled to per diem but not to the payment for shipment of
household goods or travel of dependents to the construction site
which are PCS costs. However, if the period of temporary duty
is intended to be or becomes greater than six months due to
slippages in ship delivery which extends the nucleus crew at
the construction site, personnel are entitled to a PCS move
to the construction site. Personnel are ordered to a FIT on
a permanent basis and are entitled to all PCS benefits.
Travel/transportation costs are included in the life cycle
billet costs used in this analysis. However, such costs are
not separately identified. Therefore, the PCS costs by of-
ficer and enlisted developed for use in the Five Year Defense '
Plan projections were used as an additional cost for alter-
natives which include permanent change of station moves to
the construction site.
In summary, this chapter developed scenarios for manning
the CG 47 Class utilizing the conventional nucleus crew, bal-
ance crew concept and FIT concept including the phasing of
personnel to the construction site. Criteria for evaluating
alternatives and the means of determining effectiveness was




IV. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE FLEET INTRODUCTION METHODS
The previous chapter discussed the various methods of ac-
complishing fleet introduction of the CG 47 Class. This chap-
ter will address the cost comparison of each alternative as
well as man-months lost to the fleet. A critical rating index
is developed for evaluating each alternative on the basis of
duration that personnel in ratings identified as critical by
the Navy are lost to the fleet. Breakeven analysis is used to
compare alternatives as well as cost per ship delivered assum-
ing various delivery rates. Sensitivity analysis is conducted
on the basis of a one month slippage in delivery schedule.
Present value analysis is accomplished using a 10% discount
rate while projecting increases in life cycle billet costs,
per diem, and permanent change of station costs. A method is
developed for evaluating non-quantifiable aspects of the
three alternatives and an overall evaluation of the three
alternatives is then made on the basis of the criteria des-
cribed.
A. EVALUATION OF QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS
The costs associated with each alternative are shown in
Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. Life cycle billet cost computations
for Increment One of the CG 47 Manning Concept are shown in
Figure 4-4 as an example of how life cycle billet costs were
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LIFE CYCLE BILLET COST COMPUTATIONS







Increment One, 15 Months Prior to
Life Cycle
Rank Desig. Billet Costs
CAPT 1110 $ 43,931
LT 1110 27,674
WO 3 7160 34,619
LCDR 1110 32,331
Enlisted:
Life Cycle Life Cycle
Rate Billet Costs :^Sate Billet Costs
STGC 43,150 GMMC 29,241
STGl 31,914 GMGl 23,300
ETC 28,550 GMG2 18,430
ETl 22,644 GSCM 33,083
EWl 22,931 GSMl 23,561
FTCM 39,371 GSMl 23,561
FTMC 43,927 GSEl 23,561
FTMl 33,062 EM2 19,429
FTMl 33,062 ICl 23,204






Total Life Cycle Billet Costs (LCBC) = $ 856,172 (annually)
LCBC of Increment One = Annual LCBC x (Report date of
Increment One prior to delivery in months t 12)
15
LCBC of Increment One = $ 856,172 x J^
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by alternative, including costs to deliver one ship under each
alternative as well as costs to delivery 24 ships under each
alternative. As can be seen in Figure 4-5, total costs under
the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew concept and the
FIT concept are very similar while the costs under the CG 47
Manning Concept are much higher.
Life cycle billet costs and man-months lost to the fleet
under each alternative are manifestations of the same factor,
the loss of personnel to the fleet. Life cycle billet costs
measure the loss in dollars which provides some indication of
the skill level lost whereas man-months do not. As evident
in Figure 4-5, the direction (increasing as more personnel are
assigned to the construction site) of the two measures is the
same; however, the rate of increase is different under each
alternative because the mix of personnel being assigned on
the basis of skill level is different. For that reason, the
two factors, life cycle billet costs and man-months lost to
the fleet, can both be considered valid factors for evaluating
the alternatives. Additionally, it might be argued that for
purposes of fleet introduction, life cycle billet costs are
irrelevant because those costs would be incurred in any event,
the same personnel remaining in the fleet. However, such costs
are legitimate considerations in new construction programs
since those personnel removed from the fleet and assigned to
new construction billets must be replaced. Also, from a macro
standpoint, the costs become more a consideration of where
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incurred rather than whether they are incurred at all. For
those reasons, life cycle billet costs deserve consideration
in this analysis.
The number of personnel lost to the fleet under each
alternative is a most important consideration. The filling
of certain billets is becoming increasingly difficult, partic-
ularly those billets requiring skilled Petty Officers. Navy
manpower forecasting data provides projections which indicate
manpower shortages "will continue to plague the Navy" [15 :V].
The Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC)
,
San Diego / California, under the sponsorship of the Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations (OP-01) , has identified those ratings
and pay grades which are in severe short supply. The study
included those ratings projected to have a shortfall of twenty
percent or more within any pay grade from E-4 through E-7
during the period FY 79 through FY 85.
Combined data from the above study for pay grades E-4
through E-9 for each rating have been applied to the three
alternative methods for accomplishing fleet introduction to
further evaluate the impact of personnel lost to the fleet
due to fleet introduction requirements. Since personnel in
lower pay grades are often assigned to billets intended to
be filled by personnel in higher pay grades, composite short-
ages of pay grades E-4 through E-9 vice shortages of each
pay grade by rate were applied to each alternative. Each
billet was reviewed and if the rating was between E-4 and E-9
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and included in the NPRDC study as critical, the composite
shortage figure expressed as a decimal was multiplied by the
number of months or fraction or a month the billet would be
required to be filled for fleet introduction purposes. Since
the first ship of the CG 47 Class is scheduled for delivery
in early calendar year 1983, FY 83 shortage figures from the
study were used. Figure 4-6 contains the figures for the
rate of operations specialist (OS) from the NPRDC study as an
example of how the shortage figures were used. Whenever the
rate of operations specialist (E-4 through E-9) appeared as
a billet in any of the fleet introduction scenarios, the com-
posite shortage percentage of 24.64% expressed in decimal form
as .25 was used as described above. The critical rating index
for a FIT team are shown in Figure 4-7 as an example of how
the index was determined for each alternative. The rating of
OSC with a composite shortage figure of .25 will be noted as
appearing in Figure 4-7. The results of these computations
are shown in Figure 4-8 in the form of a critical rating
index for each alternative.
As shown in Figure 4-8, the FIT concept becomes the alter-
native with the lowest critical rating index (CRI) when three
ships are delivered per year; a CRI of 25.59 for three ships
under the FIT concept as opposed to a CRI of 2 9.67 or 3 ships
at a CRI of 9.89 each for the conventional nucleus crew, bal-
ance crew concept. The CRI for the CG 4 7 Manning Concept is
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Critical Rating Index (CRI) = Composite Shortage Figure x
Number of Months Personnel Lost to Fleet
CRI = .9 X 12 (CRI for FIT computed on a one year basis)
CRI = 10.80
Composite Shortage Figure is the percentage each rating is









CG 47 Manning Concept 52.71/ship
Conventional Nucleus Crew,
























The NPRDC study is one of a number of reports the Navy
has developed for projecting personnel availability. The
Chief of Naval Operations (OP 122) produces management reports
which compare approved authorizations of personnel by rate and
paygrade to projected inventory. To determine if the data
contained in the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) report would
produce different results from those obtained using the NPRDC
study, a CRI was computed using the CNO report entitled "En-
listed Problem Skill Detection Report" as of 21 May 1980. A
CRI for each alternative was computed in the same manner as
described above using the NPRDC data. The results of these
computations are shown in Figure 4-9. As can be seen in
Figure 4-9, each alternative maintains the same relative stand-
ing although the CRI increases considerably. The CRI computed
for each alternative using the data contained in the NPRDC
study, Figure 4-8, will be used in the remainder of the
analysis.
There are a nximber of breakeven analysis cfomputations which
can be made to compare the three alternatives. Over a one year
period, 7.4 ships can be delivered under the FIT concept at the
same cost as one ship under the CG 47 Manning Concept, assum-
ing minimum per diem paid to crew members (7.8 ships assuming
maximiom per diem) and that shipyard production and SCN funding
could support such a delivery rate. Similarly, 5.3 ships can
be delivered utilizing the conventional nucleus crew, balance









CG 47 Manning Concept 96.02/ship
Conventional Nucleus Crew,
























Manning Concept assuming minimum per diem paid to crew members
(5.0 ships assuming maximum per diem).
A more meaningful comparison entails computing the cost
per ship delivered while varying the rate of delivery during
a one year period. Figure 4-10 shows the results of these
computations. Cost per ship delivered under the CG 47 Manning
Concept and conventional nucleus crew, balance crew concept
remain constant regardless of the rate of delivery. However,
under the FIT concept, cost per ship delivered decreases
rapidly as the rate of delivery increases, cost per ship being
less than the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew method
when three or more ships are delivered per year. Computations
in Figure 4-10 are based on one FIT Team of 5 officers and 22
enlisted personnel being adequate to perform all necessary
tasks and functions required to deliver 4 ships per year. The
cost of an additional FIT Team (same composition) was included
for 5-8 ships being delivered per year and a third team was
added for 9-12 ships per year.
B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Sensitivity analysis consists of considering the effects
of slippages in scheduled deliveries; per diem costs comprise
the majority of dollar costs associated with such a slippage.
Figure 4-11 shows the effect of a one month delay in the deliv-
ery of one ship on dollar costs, man-months lost to the fleet,
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Concept $579,560 $970,670 323 310.5
Conventional
Nucleus Crew,














"Additional PCS costs which could become a consideration if
schedule slippages extend crew temporary duty at the con-
struction site beyond 6 months have not been included. Costs
include life cycle billet costs, per diem, and PCS costs as
previously computed.
>
'FIT costs are based on one FIT Team.
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Computations were based on all ship's personnel having reported
to the construction site, assuming the slippage in delivery
schedule was not known far enough in advance to modify the
phasing of personnel through training. Whether at the con-
struction site or at the Fleet Training Centers, per diem
would accumulate at approximately the same rate and the impact
on man-months lost to the fleet and the CRI would be the same.
As can be seen in Figure 4-11, schedule slippages are more
costly under the FIT concept. However, the fact that the
CG 47 Manning Concept is much more costly on a per ship basis
means a three to four month slippage under either of the other
two alternatives would still not result in costs (life cycle
billet costs, per diem, and PCS) or man-months exceeding those
under the CG 47 Manning Concept without a slippage.
C. PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS
In order to assess the effects of increases in life cycle
billet costs (LCBC) over the period of construction and deliv-
ery of the CG 47 Class, an annual increase of 7% in LCBC was
assumed. It was also assumed that per diem and PCS costs will
double by the time the last ship is delivered. Although prob-
ably not entirely accurate, these increases appear reasonable
and permit a more realistic evaluation of each alternative.
After these increases in costs were computed, a 10% discount
rate was applied in accordance with current Department of
Defense policy, assuming an even cash flow over the eleven
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Iyear period [7] . The results of these computations are shown
below:
Costs as Given With Costs Increased and
Per Diem Discounted, Per Diem
Alternative Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
CG 47 Man- 74,277,000 88,082,808 80,448,941 93,278,935
ning Concept
Conventional
Nucleus Crew, 14,126,472 17,456,832 15,150,018 18,393,666
Balance Crew
FIT Concept 16,388,664 17,771,064 16,871,580 17,728,040
As can be seen from the above, the impact of projecting in-
creases in LCBC, per diem, and PCS costs and computing the
present value of each alternative has no effect on the rela-
tive standing of the alternatives and results in final costs
very similar to those originally computed.
D. NON-QUANTIFIABLE FACTORS
The method of evaluating non-quantifiable aspects of the
three methods for fleet introduction was accomplished as
follows: First, a listing of all non-quantifiable factors,
in some cases more appropriately functions, related to fleet
introduction and the alternatives being evaluated was
developed. These factors were developed by reviewing various
Navy instructions concerning new construction and fleet intro-
duction, reports evaluating FIT pilot programs, the GAO report
cited earlier, and Navy internal memorandum discussing fleet
introduction methods and philosophy. The list was then
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reviewed, items consolidated, and four categories developed:
Category A, factors impacting directly on the objective of
fleet introduction which is to introduce into the fleet on
schedule a fully operational ship with a well-trained crew;
Category B, factors impacting on the utilization of per-
sonnel or other resources; Category C, factors impacting
on Navy personnel such as morale and retention; and Category
D, miscellaneous factors. These factors are listed by
category in Appendix F,
After assignment of factors to a category, each was then
assigned an importance value based on how important that
factors was considered to be to fleet introduction of new
construction ships or the Navy in general. The assignment of
importance values was based on subjective judgment by the
author with a value of five being assigned if the factor
was considered highly important, a value of three assigned
if considered of medium importance, or a value of one assigned
if considered of low importance.
The three alternative methods of accomplishing fleet in-
troduction were then evaluated on the basis of the extent to
which each demonstrated the previously described factors.
The same scale was used as in assigning importance values, a
five being assigned if an alternative was judged to highly
demonstrate a factor, a three if demonstrated to a medium
extent, and a one if demonstrated to a low extent. Appendix
F comprises a list of factors developed, importance values
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assigned to each factor, and evaluation of each alternative
as to the extent each demonstrates the factors. Appendix G
is a mathematical summary used to calculate the total values
assigned to each alternative the highest value being pre-
ferred. As shown in Appendix G, the CG 47 Manning Concept
receives a numerical value of 308, the conventional nucleus
crew, balance crew concept 250, and the FIT concept 422.
E. OVERALL EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The overall evaluation of alternatives was accomplished
by using the four criteria discussed in the analysis; total
dollar costs (LCBC, per diem, and PCS costs) , man-months lost
to the fleet, the critical rating index (CRI) developed, and
non-quantifiable factors. Each alternative was ranked from
one to three based on how well that alternative met the
criteria as well as its standing relative to the other alter-
natives. The results of this evaluation is contained in
Figure 4-12.
The FIT concept received a higher total evaluation only
if the delivery rate reaches or exceeds three ships per year;
the conventional nucleus crew, balance crew concept would
have a higher total evaluation if less than three ships are
delivered per year. The CG 47 Manning Concept received the
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. SUMMARY
Chapter I provided background information concerning
methods for accomplishing fleet introduction of new construc-
tion ships. Chapter II reviewed the use of nucleus crew per-
sonnel and some of the problems inherent in the conventional
nucleus crew, balance crew concept. It also presented data
on the development of the Fleet Introduction Team (FIT)
concept, FIT pilot programs, advantages of the FIT concept,
circumstances when utilization of the FIT concept is most
appropriate, and described the CG 47 Class Guided Missile
Cruiser and CG 47 Manning Concept. Chapter III developed
scenarios for manning the CG 47 Class utilizing the conven-
tional nucleus crew, balance crew concept and FIT concept,
and discussed costs associated with each alternative. Chap-
ter IV analyzed the various costs of each alternative as
well as non-quantifiable factors important to fleet introduc-
tion. An overall evaluation of the three alternatives was
also made on the basis of the criteria described. This chap-
ter will now present conclusions.
B. CONCLUSIONS
1. The conventional nucleus crew, balance crew concept
for fleet introduction of new construction ships is becoming
obsolete
An attempt to reduce per diem costs and use manpower
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more efficiently resulted in the development of the FIT
concept. Increasingly sophisticated weapons systems and cases
of deficiencies in propulsion plant operation at delivery have
resulted in the development of the CG 47 Manning Concept, pat-
terned after the method of manning nuclear powered surface
ships. Combinations of methods have been used as well; the
lead ship of the FFG 7 Class was delivered two years prior to
subsequent ships of the class and a nucleus crew, balance crew
concept supported by a small FIT at each of the three building
sites has been employed for the remainder of the class. The
method of accomplishing fleet introduction of new construction
ships appears to be unique by program; use of the conventional
nucleus crew, balance crew concept is becoming more an excep-
tion than the rule.
2 . The utilization of the FIT concept should be given
more consideration in new construction programs
Of the alternatives considered, the FIT concept is the
best alternative for fleet introduction of new construction
ships having the characteristics of the CG 47 Class when three
or more ships are to be delivered annually at one construction
site. This conclusion is based on the following criteria:
total dollar costs (life cycle billet costs, per diem, and
permanent change of station costs) ; number of man-months
personnel are lost to the fleet; the critical rating index
developed; and non-quantifiable factors related to fleet
introduction. Depending on the number of ships to be
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delivered at a single construction site and the rate of
delivery, utilization of the FIT concept for fleet introduc-
tion of the CG 47 Class would appear to be more advantageous
than any other method.
Since the CG 47 will be manned in a manner patterned
after the method of manning nuclear powered surface ships,
evaluation of the success and benefits derived as opposed to
the costs of the CG 47 Manning Concept will be essential.
Whether additional benefits are realized through use of the
CG 47 Manning Concept will be a most important consideration
since the period that personnel are lost to the fleet, partic-
ularly those personnel in undermanned ratings, is much greater
under the CG 47 Manning Concept than under alternative methods
3 . The decision as to how new construction ships are to
be manned for fleet introduction purposes needs to be made
as soon as possible
The training sequence or pipeline involved in pre-
paring personnel to serve aboard ships with complex weapons
and propulsion systems is lengthy: When added to the fleet
introduction period, personnel can be unavailable to the fleet
for two to three years prior to the delivery date of a new
construction ship to which they are assigned. Any vacilla-
tion on the part of the Navy as to how a new construction
program is to be manned can force the decision by default.
Although other factors such as funding or slippages in deliv-
ery can also impact on the amount of time personnel are lost
to the fleet, every effort should be made to ensure personnel
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are not lost to the fleet due to the lack of a decision as
to how to man a new construction program.
C. FINAL THOUGHT
To summarize the thesis, the author's research and method
of comparing the alternatives has shown;
1) the nucleus crew, balance crew concept is becoming
obsolete,
2) use of the FIT concept should be expanded,
3) there is a need for early decisions relative to
manning new construction ships.
The introduction of new ships into the fleet is a lengthy
and costly process. Advanced planning is a prerequisite and
decision by default must be avoided if the United States Navy
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LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTI-PURPOSE SYSTEM (HELICOPTER)
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MILITARY PERSONNEL NAVY (APPROPRIATION)
MILITARY PAY PROCEDURES (MANUAL)
NAVY ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
NATIONAL STEEL AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANY
NAVIGATION
COMPTROLLER OF THE NAVY
NAVY FOOD SERVICE SYSTEMS OFFICE
NAVY INTEGRATED TRAINING RESOURCES AND
ADMINISTRATION SUBSYSTEM
NAVY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT FIELD OFFICE
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
NAVAL PUBLICATIONS AND FORMS CENTER
NAVY PERSONNEL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NAVY RESALE SYSTEMS OFFICE
NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
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OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY (APPROPRIATION)
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RMS RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
RTT CERT RADIO TELETYPE CERTIFICATION
SCN SHIP CONSTRUCTION, NAVY (APPROPRIATION)
SDIEGO SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
S/F SHIP'S FORCE
SHP SHAFT HORSEPOWER
SIF SELECTIVE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE
SM STANDARD MISSILE
SOS SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING
SPS SEARCH (SURFACE OR AIR) RADAR SYSTEM
SPY PHASED ARRAY RADAR (AEGIS SYSTEM)
SQS SONAR SYSTEM
SRBOC SUPER RAPID BLOOMING OFF-BOARD CHAFF
SSBN NUCLEAR-POWERED FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINE
SSN SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
SSN NUCLEAR-POWERED ATTACK SUBMARINE
SUPSHIP SUPERVISOR OF SHIPBUILDING
SURFLANT COMMANDER NAVAL SURFACE FORCES, U.S
SURFPAC COMMANDER NAVAL SURFACE FORCES, U.S
SUST SUSTAINED


























This glossary contains words and phrases used in the text.
Their meaning is presented here as intended in the text.
1. Acceptance trials - Trials conducted at sea by the builder
to prove the readiness of a ship for acceptance by the Navy.
2. Builder's trials - Trials conducted at sea by the builder
to prove the readiness of a ship for preliminary acceptance
trials.
3. Class - A number of vessels built alike (or nearly so).
4. Consumables - Materials intended to be expended or used.
5. Equipage - General term used to designate material of a
non-consumable nature which must be aboard for a ship to
perform its mission properly.
6. Fitting-out - Supplying a ship (placing on board) equip-
ment required for service.
7. Fleet Commander - Commander of an organization of ships,
aircraft, marine forces, and shore-based fleet activities.
May include operational as well as administrative control.
8. Government mess - The place where government meals are
prepared and served. Navy messes are located aboard ship as
well as at shore activities.
9. Government quarters/berthing - Those quarters or berths
provided by the government in lieu of a monetary allowance
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for quarters. Navy quarters and berths are located aboard
ship and at shore activities in the form of bachelor officer
and enlisted quarters as well as family housing units.
10. Mark - Indication of major development of equipment.
11. Modification - Minor improvement to equipment, shown
after the mark number.
12. Operating space items - Items required to be in a work-
ing space for a ship to be operational (i.e., tools).
13. Paygrade - Level of military pay, from E-1 (recruit) to
E-9 (master chief petty officer) for enlisted; from W-1 to




Per diem - Additional expense money for a person on
temporary duty or in a travel status.
15. Provisions - Food and drink required for operating a
government mess.
16. Rate - Level of proficiency within a rating which
includes paygrade.
17. Rating - Designation of enlisted personnel according to
military skills (see APPENDIX C)
.
18. Type Commander - Commander of an administrative sub-





GLOSSARY OF ENLISTED RATING ABBREVIATIONS-^
Abbreviation Title
AG AEROGRAPHER'S MATE
AC AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
PR AIRCREW SURVIVAL EQUIPMENTMAN
AN AIRMAN
AW AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE OPERATOR
AW Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Operator
(Acoustic)
AW Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Operator
(Helicopter)
AW Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Operator
(Non-Acoustic
)
AX AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE TECHNICIAN
(includes AVCM)
AB AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE
ABE Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Launching and
Recovery Equipment)
ABF Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Fuels)
ABH Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Aircraft Handling)
AE AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE (includes AVCM)
AT AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (includes AVCM)
AQ AVIATION FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN (includes AVCM)
AD AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE (includes AFCM)
AZ AVIATION MAINTENANCE ADMINISTRATIONMAN
AO AVIATION ORDNANCEMAN
AK AVIATION STOREKEEPER
AM AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC (includes AFCM)
AME Aviation Structural Mechanic (Safety Equipment)
AMH Aviation Structural Mechanic (Hydraulics)
AMS Aviation Structural Mechanic (Structures)
AS AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
ASE Aviation Support Equipment Technician
(Electrical)
ASH Aviation Support Equipment Technician
(Hydraulics and Structures)
ASM Aviation Support Equipment Technician
(Mechanical)
1The last page of this appendix contains a further explanation





BU BUILDER (includes CUCM)
CE CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN (includes UTCM)
CN CONSTRUCTlONMAN
CM CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC (includes EQCM)
CT CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
DP DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN
DS DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
DN DENTALMAN
DT DENTAL TECHNICIAN
DT Dental Technician (General)
DT Dental Technician (Prosthodontics)




EW ELECTRONICS WARFARE TECHNICIAN
EA ENGINEERING AID (includes CUCM)
EN ENGINEMAN
EO EQUIPMENT OPERATOR (includes EQCM)
FT FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN
FTB Fire Control Technician (Ballistic Missile
Fire Control)
FTG Fire Control Technician (Gun Fire Control)
FTM Fire Control Technician (Surface Missile Fire
Control)
FN FIREMAN
GS GAS TURBINE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
GSE Gas Turbine System Technician (Electrical)
GSM Gas Turbine System Technician (Mechanical)
GM GUNNER'S MATE
GMG Gunner's Mate (Guns)
GMM Gunner's Mate (Missiles)
GMT Gunner's Mate (Technician)
HM HOSPITAL CORPSMAN
HN HOSPITALMAN
HT HULL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
DM ILLUSTRATOR DRAFTSMAN
IM INSTRUMENTMAN (includes PICM)
IS INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST




























































TORPEDOr^AN ' S MATE
Torpedoman ' s Mate
Torpedoman ' s Mate







Rating abbreviations will normally appear followed by a
number to designate petty officer level or a "C" to designate
chief petty officer status. The rate of Operations Specialist
(OS) has been used below to demonstrate how enlisted rate
abbreviations designate petty officer levels which correspond
to particular pay grades (E-1 through E-9) . The combination










A "designated striker" in Navy Parlance,
a seaman who has been designated as
meeting qualifications for serving as
an Operations Specialist through formal





033- Operations Specialist Third Class E-4
(Third Class Petty Officer)
0S2- Operations Specialist Second Class E-5
(Second Class Petty Officer)
OSl- Operations Specialist First Class E-6
(First Class Petty Officer)
OSC- Chief Operations Specialist E-7
(Chief Petty Officer)
OSCS- Senior Chief Operations Specialist E-8
(Senior Chief Petty Officer)
OSCM- Master Chief Operations Specialist E-9









-24 WKS Disbursing send Itr to CNO Code 09B18,
requesting establishment of Post Office on
subject ship. Copy of Itr to S/F Postal
Office.
-20 WKS Receive reply from CNO on Post Office.
CNO notifies New York Truck Terminal and
Sommerville, NJ.
QM initiate request to place sub ship on
appropriate local Notice to Mariners
Distribution.
Order Medical Supplies/Equipment.
QM order commissioning chart allowance
from DMAHC Wash, DC.
Mail FIT produced package (Ships Inst,
Dept Inst, Letters of Designation, DC
Booklets and School of the Ship Books)
to PRECOM. Advise ship to ensure that
Data Bank keeper has Secret clearance.
When ship receives mini-admin package,
advise PXO/OPS that any changes/new
instructions be in smooth to FIT at
time of BT.
At first contact with prospective CMS
Custodian advise custodian to complete
CMS-10 (Section III) including PCO
signature. Further advise custodian to
prepare ARFCOS 10 's.












-12 WKS (Cont'd) Commence Receiving Medical Supplies/ Equip-
ment: check for breakage/shelf life/damage
and inventory.
Commence official message file for ship.
-10 WKS Start compiling General msg file.
-8 WKS Inventory postal material as received and
place on inventory list.
QM contact appropriate team Ops to ensure
S/F QM and OS are on station to receive
package.
POD, C.O.'s personal stationary, franked
envelopes, ship's letterhead, mailing
labels, invitations envelopes, plastic
covers sent to Government Representative
(John Fitzgerald) for printing.
-7 WKS TYCOM package ordered (SURFLANT, SURFPAC)
.
Receive Navy Department Instruction and
Notices from NPFC. Commence making
changes and inventory.
-6 WKS Receive printed material from Navy printer
Inventory for completeness. Commence
typing ships and departmental instructions,
Make changes to Postal Pubs as received.
S/F QM on station in Pascagoula for
correction of Navigation package. QM
order shortages and additional desired
navigation items
.
-5 WKS Send FIT produced package to company
printer for printing (30 copies ships
inst, 20 departmental inst)
.
S/F prepare clearance Itr for use







-4 WKS Admin mail shortage list to NPFC.
S/F provide FIT with required changes
to instructions for printing.
FIT send msg request to establish CMS
Account.
Receive clearance list from ship's PRE-COM.
S/F provide names for letters of
designation.
-3 WKS Receive TYCOM package. Commence making
changes and inventory.
-2 WKS Receive (Instructions and Forms package)
printed material from company printer.
Inventory for completeness. Place in
folders and prepare for loadout.
FIT send msg request for RTT cert.
When CMS Account number received, S/F
hand deliver CMS-10 (Section III) to
CMIO and mail ARFCOS Form 10 's
(East Coast: JAX and CHARLESTON;
West Coast: NORVA, JAX and SDIEGO)
FIT requisition Ammo/Pyro required for
ship safety.
-1 WK Shortage list to TYCOM.
-1 to +1 WKS This time is spent doing final inventory
on both Navy and TYCOM packages to ensure
all shortages have been ordered, filing/
updating instructions received from
various shortage lists, plus ensuring
that tickler cards are complete,
training manuals received, etc.























FIT send msg to COMSIX requesting
secure stowage certification.
S/F coordinate with FIT and send msg
for assignment of TACAN channel,




Admin Load. (Ensure that Admin Load





QM initiate FIT Itr requesting subject













-32 WKS Initiate Institute of Heraldry Itr for
Ship's Crest design.
-20 WKS Monitor status of construction with
weekly/monthly reports to FIT Supply
Officer.
Identify Supply Officer, Disbursing
Officer, DK & SKC by name and SSN.
Notify NAVCOMPT of intent to establish
Disbursing. Request Symbol Number.
Request Accountable Supply positions
from NAFC, Wash, DC.
-16 WKS Order blank U.S. Treasury Checks.
Verify shipping date of GUCL/OSI
I material from NSC.
Match GUCL inventory document against
SOS Baseline Master.
Request establishment of Imprest Fund.
(E. coast only)
Request establishment of Agent Cashier.
Request Boat Letters.
Review CRASP for "poor" status on GUCL/
OSI material.
Initiate letter for establishment of
Post Office. (Includes Money Orders
& Stamps)
Receive firm ship crest design & send






-12 WKS Request specialized rubber stamps from
PSO. Forward package to NSC Charleston
via SUPSHIPS Code 500.
Order emblematic ship's store stock.
Request vending machines from NRSO.
Commence inventory of GUCL/OSI material.
Initiate request for Official Representa-
tion Funds. (PCO or FIT)
Request safety shoes input from PSO.
Forward info to NSC Charleston via
Code 500 SUPSHIPS.
Order Ship's Plaques.
Request Consolidated Ship's Store
Contract Bulletin.
Request ship's store afloat material
and publications.
Request for ship's store renovation and
improvement.
Presentation silver request (ship
initiate)
.
-8 WKS Order ship store stock.
Notify NRSO of intention to establish
ships store.
Notify NFSSO of intention to establish
a general mess.
Order provisions from NAS Pensacola.
Verify shipment of I-Cog package, LF '
s






-4 WKS Builders Trials-submit appropriate BT
cards.
Inventory and receive Lock Package
from contractor.
Coordinate OSI critical with SOS.
Acceptance Trials-submit AT cards to SOS
attend AT Card Screening Conference.
Receive I-Cog material and commence
departmental sorting.
Inform ship to request W&R funds for
crew in Pascagoula prior to Commission-
ing. (In addition to following item)
Ensure W&R check has been initiated by
SUPERS and PCO is given status.
Generate GUCL shortage list & assign
GUCL critical items.
Generate I-Cog critical items.
Generate GUCL load document.
Update and run Supply Loadout Memorandum.
Submit top-off provisions request to
NAS Pensacola.
Establish Supply Department records &
files (SH,MS,SK,DK)
.
Sort lock package for load.
Per Diem W&R request.
Pick up/inventory TACAN CRYSTALS







-4 WKS (cont'd) Inventory electronic tools & set up
tool boxes in llA.
Follow-up on receipt of Library books.
-1 WK Finalize controlled equipage cards.
Order provisions from local contracts
for loadout delivery.




b. Vending machines onboard
c. GUCL spaces accepted
d. GUCL prestaged
e. OSI spaces accepted
f. OSI load
g. Mortise lock installation
h. Furniture inventory








o. COSAL AT cards signed off
p. Dry provisions loaded
q. Frozen provisions loaded
r. Subcontractor turnovers
s. Vendor ship store load
t. FIT ship's store load from llA
u. Tool box load
V. W&R load
w. Library load
X. Installation of typewriters
y. Vendor check & repair of duplicating
machines
z Hab inspection






+1 WK (cont'd) ab. Milk & bread loaded
ac. Mattress load
ad. Helo certification
ae. OCS classified load
af
.
FIT misc load llA cleared
ag. ISD Craft turnover
ah. DSD Craft turnover
-1 to +3 WKS FULL CREW ARRIVAL
a. Commence ship's store operation
b. Commence feeding crew
c. Bank run for Disbursing Funds
d. Commence Disbursing function
e. Letter of notification for commence-
ment of Disbursing, Ship's Store,
and Food Service (PCO function)
f. Postal load
g. FOSAT visit and inventory of SRI
h. Measure for QD awning. Receipt in 2
wks.
i. Loadout discrepancy resolution
complete
k.. Warranty guarantee brief
+4 WKS DELIVERY
a. QD awning received
b. Hab funds spent
c. Provisions top off
d. Load small arms and ammunition
e. Shipouts
f. Final shortage list received by ship
g. All SUPSHIP purchase orders signed
by PSO
h. Nuclear Weps Matl Itr to Ship
+7 WKS COMMISSIONING
a. Hardhats returned to FIT . . . signed
1148 if necessary for shortages






FLEET INTRODUCTION TEAM CNO ASSIGNED TASKS
1. Act as liaison between Fleet CINC/TYCOM/CHNAVPERS prior
to arrival of the PCO. Monitor the progress of shipyard work
in the latter stages of construction. Prepare reports nor-
mally required of the PCO until he arrives.
2. Provide administrative support to the nucleus crew and
PCO as each reports to the construction site. Establish
diaries, correspondence files, and provide related personnel
services as performed by PCO's.
3. Working with the Supervisor, FTC, TYCOM and other ap-
propriate activities, establish a training program to famil-
iarize the nucleus crew with their ship and its equipment.
Include on board (within contractural constraints) and class-
room instruction.
4. Receive and evaluate problem area identification and
recommend appropriate action of problem areas reported by
recently completed ships of the same or similar class.
5. Receive and catalogue contractor furnished publications
and documents as received by the Supervisor.
6. Monitor long lead time items, safety equipment, crew
comfort materials, etc. Ensure these items are placed on
order sufficiently in advance to provide timely delivery,
i.e., prior to sea trials.
7. Maintain close liaison with the FOSAT.
8. Prepare turn-over information for nucleus crew to include
status of construction, reoccurring INSURV items from recently
completed ships of the class and potential INSURV items, etc.
9. Maintain close liaison with the TYCOM and/or the Navy
Maintenance Management Field Office (NMMFO) and Navy Man-




10. Assist the Prospective Commanding Officer in Developing
Departmental Organization/Operating Manuals, and other items
relating to the administrative organization. Develop a Ship's
Organization and Regulations Manual. Develop Battle Bills
and basic Watch, Quarter and Station Bills utilizing the
Ship Manning Document where applicable.
11. Maintain background and infomnation files concerning
preparation for commissioning ceremonies. Acting for the
PCO before he arrives, make necessary preliminary prepara-
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